Exhibit A
1. ACTION REQUIRED: PLEASE REVIEW AND WILL ASSUME CONCURRENCE UNLESS ADVISED DIFFERENTLY. ALSO, CTC ADVISED THAT THERE HAD BEEN A MESSAGE PREPARED BY CTC OFFERING GUIDANCE ON LEGAL ISSUES WHICH WE DO NOT BELIEVE WE HAVE RECEIVED. REQUEST CTC RE-TRANSMIT THANKS.

2. THE THREE MEMBER BEHAVIORAL INTERROGATION TEAM ALONG WITH AS WELL AS THE TWO NYTS SPECIAL AGENTS SPENT THE EVENING FINE TUNING THE IMMINENT INTERROGATION OF THE ANTICIPATED MOVEMENT FROM THE HOSPITAL TO COULD OCCUR AS EARLY AS APRIL 2002. REGARDLESS OF ACTUAL DATE OF TRANSPORT, ALL CONCURRED THAT WOULD BE TRANSPORTED IN A STATE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL UNCONSCIOUSNESS TO DECREASE POTENTIAL SECURITY CONCERNS AS WELL AS TO MAXIMIZE THE INTENDED EFFECT OF DISORIENTING WHEN HE AWAKENS IN A NEW ENVIRONMENT. THE CONTINUED AND DELIBERATE ATTEMPT TO DENY ORIENTING INFORMATION FOR THE DURATION OF THE INTERROGATION PHASE WILL PERSIST.

3. PRESENT ELICITATION AND INTERVIEW OF APPEARS TO BE GATHERING CONFIRMATORY INFORMATION OF HISTORICAL EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE BEEN HELPFUL TO THE OVERALL COLLECTION OF INFORMATION FROM YET APPEARS TO BE INFORMATION THAT IS LIKELY BELIEVED TO BE DISPOSABLE AND FROM POINT OF VIEW ALREADY KNOWN BY THE PRESENT STYLE OF INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION HAS BEEN INTENTIONALLY PURSUED TO ALLOW TO ESTABLISH A RELATIONSHIP THAT CONVEYS RESPECT AND TOLERANCE TO HEAR SPECIFIC AND DELICATE INFORMATION THAT COULD BE SHAMEFUL AND DIFFICULT FOR TO DISCLOSE. THE DEVELOPED RELATIONSHIP WHERE IS VIEWED AS THE PRINCIPAL INTERLOCUTOR IS AN INTENTIONAL DYNAMIC THAT IS PART OF THE STRATEGIC INTERROGATION PROCESS.
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4. The medical complications that to date have been ebbing and flowing present significant difficulty to the entire process and have therefore been carefully considered in the interrogation plan to optimize potential disruption to the necessary flow of the strategic effort. For example, once [redacted] is moved to [redacted] and the interrogation strategy is being prosecuted, the re-transport of patient to the hospital has to be withheld unless grav medical conditions develop. Instead, the current strategy is to incorporate the medical daily care into the plan so that we can attempt to stave off a grave condition. Clearly, the daily introduction of medical staff to care for [redacted] is not ideal to the interrogation process, but given his medical conditions we are better off interweaving the medical exams than attempting to forget them. Therefore, we will have medical staff dressed in uniforms that are a solid color, concealed facial features and skin, as well as cover the eyes yet allow for reasonable visual perception, i.e. tinted goggles. When absolutely necessary, the physician can remove his/her goggle to examine [redacted] to ensure accuracy of their evaluation. Further, in an attempt to diminish aggression of [redacted] as an individual and to restrict psychological affiliation, by anyone other than [redacted], the medical staff will be instructed to use hand signals to communicate with [redacted] and when necessary to communicate with [redacted] through according to [redacted] will require four evaluations daily, therefore we have designed the process so that there is a minimum of 6 times a day on a variable schedule to discourage [redacted]. From orienting to the evaluation times as well as attempt to head off potential manipulation of the process by requesting medical care because of pain or some other symptomology. We will carefully evaluate every request that makes for medical attention, yet our basic posture will be to provide medical attention on this variable and intermittent schedule and not when he requests medical care, unless of course we become concerned that his request has merit. The primary reason for this approach is [redacted] will likely attempt to manipulate the interrogation process and try to gain a level of control over his environment. To further discourage potential problems, while [redacted] continues to physically recover from his gaping leg wound we will use standard medical binding of his wrists to keep [redacted] from attempting to introduce fecal matter or any other foreign substance to his open wounds to cause a medical crisis, as his wounds heal and this type of concern diminishes, he will be allowed to have added mobility the 24 hour monitoring of [redacted] by audio/visual means further enhances our efforts to afford his medical safety while still accomplishing our intelligence goals.

5. The security team and the behavioral team have worked cooperatively to ensure consistency in the strategic process while retaining all necessary security concerns. The security team will be dressed in solid black uniforms, head and face covering and the use of hand signals. The security team will fulfill a vital function in the overall process and will have one officer in the interrogation room on the other sides of the cell to help keep awake during the disorientation phase of the process.

6. The physical environment, psychological state and the actual interrogation process are intentionally designed to develop these basic psychological conditions to enhance cooperation and willingness to discuss vital intelligence. The development of psychological dependence, learned helplessness and short term thinking are key factors in reducing the sense of hope that his well honed counter-measure interrogation skills will help him from disclosing important intelligence. By using bright (physically not harmful) and masking equipment (physically not harmful), disorientation by not allowing in natural light nor routine of schedule, keeping awake, making him dependent on not responding to his requests or demands, removing as much control as possible from his ability to
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8. The interrogation process will establish short-term thinking, decreased internal problem solving and diminish evasive techniques that [ ] has learned or has naturally in his attempt to conceal and not disclose vital intelligence. [ ] will be encouraged to take a polite, respectful and non-confrontational interactive style with [ ] while also not be apologetic nor deterred from getting [ ] to answer direct questions with specific and detailed responses. By not allowing [ ] to manipulate the process by either making complaints or attempting to derail the short term thinking approach will agree with complaints followed by restating the question. Themes development and monologues by [ ] will further enhance the process. The themes and monologues will be carefully constructed by [ ] along with consultation with the behavioral team. The process is a highly effective way to move past the "throw away" intelligence that will likely attempt to stall the process. The use of countermeasures by a detainee is not intended to keep the interrogator from becoming aware that the detainee is using them, but rather are designed to frustrate and deter the interrogator from getting vital information.

9. The current anticipated time line and process is as follows: Transport from the hospital, during which [ ] will be medically placed into an unconscious state, facial hair, scalp and beard, will be shaved to deny the opportunity to determine how long and far he was transported. The first 24-48 hours [ ] will be kept awake by having a guard in the interrogation room, out of sight of [ ] but close enough to firmly roost [ ] after the initial isolation process, the first session will occur where [ ] will tell that things have changed, that we need to talk about - many things and that you need to tell me about many things, but we are going to start with "the one thing you don't want me to know." [ ] will likely protest not to divest the question. [ ] will agree with a protest, i.e., the room is very bright, by saying "yes the room is very bright, now what is the one thing that you do not want to tell me." If [ ] does not answer directly, [ ] will inform that he needs to tell the one thing that [ ] does not want to tell [ ] and that he wants to think about his answer and then turn and walk out of the room. This same process will occur over the next multiple hours until it provides a "menu" of things he things wants information about. As he provides the aforementioned "menu," without realizing it, is actually providing/confirming topics he has information about. At this point, will be encouraged to pick one of the topics that he listed in "menu" and attempt to get [ ] to provide specifics about the "ic." If [ ] provides information then [ ] will inform that he wants to talk about that area when he returns, turn and walk away. Most importantly, should appear relaxed, calm, accepting and not appear frustrated or disappointed by [ ]
RELUCTANCE. WILL CONTINUE TO BE KEPT FROM SLEEPING DURING THESE ENCOUNTERS. ONCE PROVIDES SPECIFICS ABOUT THIS TOPIC AREA FROM HIS "MENÜ" WILL TELL HIM THAT THIS WAS NOT THE "ONE THING DID NOT WANT TO TELL." WILL TELL THAT HE IS TO TELL HIM ABOUT THE ONE THING HE DOES NOT WANT TO TELL REACTION TO THIS REBUFF SHOULD PROVIDE VALUABLE BEHAVIORAL CLUES AS TO HOW CLOSE WE ARE TO MORE VITAL INFORMATION AND THE DEPTH OF RESOLVE TO RESIST. THIS PROCESS WILL BE CAREFULLY MONITORED AND WHEN APPROPRIATE WILL PROGRESS TO UTILIZATION OF MONOLOGUES AND THEME DEVELOPMENT.

10. TO AID THE AFOREMENTIONED APPROACH, THE INTERROGATION TEAM, IN CONJUNCTION WITH OFFICERS, IDENTIFIED A PRIORITIZED LIST OF KEY ISSUES/TOPICS TO BE COVERED WITH DURING THE INTERROGATION. THIS LIST WILL HELP KEEP THE INTERROGATION FOCUSED ON INFORMATION OF HIGHEST PRIORITY AND SERVE AS A USEFUL TOOL TO GAUGE WHEN EMPLOYS RESISTANCE TECHNIQUES TO DIVERT OUR ATTENTION TO LOWER PRIORITY ITEMS. THIS LIST WILL BE PROVIDED SEPARATELY FOR HQS ASSESSMENT AND ADJUSTMENT AS NECESSARY.

11. THE WHITE NOISE GENERATORS WILL BE USED IN VARIABLE LENGTHS OF TIME TO HELP DISRUPT PROBLEM SOLVING THINKING AND TO INCREASE HIS SENSE OF HELPLESSNESS BY HIGHLIGHTING HIS INABILITY TO ALTER THE ENVIRONMENT AROUND HIM. WE WANT TO INSTILL IN THAT WE ARE NOT GOING AWAY AND THAT THE ONLY MECHANISM HE HAS AT HIS DISPOSAL TO CONTROL THE ENVIRONMENT WILL BE IN PROVIDING VITAL INTELLIGENCE TO OVER TIME WILL EARN BASIC PRIVILEGES WHEN AND THE BEHAVIORAL TEAM FEEL THAT IT IS CONDUCTIVE TO THE INTERROGATION. QUITE CLEARLY, WILL NEVER BE GRANTED A PRIVILEGE WHEN REQUESTS ONE BUT RATHER APPEAR TO THAT CONTROLS HIS ENVIRONMENT AND THAT HE HAS TO PLEASE TO MAKE HIS CONDITIONS BETTER.

12. NECESSARY TO SAY, THERE ARE A VAST NUMBER OF OTHER NUANCES AND MINOR BUT IMPORTANT DETAILS THAT WOULD MAKE THIS CABLE SEVERAL VOLUMES LONG. WE THOUGHT THIS THUMBNAIL GIST WOULD HELP HQS GET AN APPRECIATION OF THE LONG AND CAREFULLY THOUGHT OUT PROCESS THAT HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO PERSECUTE THIS MISSION.

END OF MESSAGE

[Signature]